VIII. Dark Pool Regulation

A. Introduction

Over the last several decades, there has been an increase in the variety of trading venues available to market participants in the U.S. equity market.\(^1\) One such venue is the “dark pool” alternative trading system (“ATS”).\(^2\) A dark pool is an exchange in which traders purchase and sell assets without revealing their identities and without displaying transactions to the public.\(^3\) This arrangement minimizes price movements in the public market and allows participants to trade without alerting competitors to their actions.\(^4\) Broker-dealers operate dark pools, which means that dark pools are subject to the regulatory authority of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”),\(^5\) as well as the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”).\(^6\)

Dark pool trading has steadily increased in market share over the past five years.\(^7\) Dark pool trading accounted for roughly 4% of all security trading by volume in 2009 but had jumped to 13% by 2013.\(^8\) By one estimate, dark pool trading accounted for 37% of U.S. equities trading by volume during July of this year.\(^9\) Currently, over forty different dark pools operate in the United States, while there are
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Dark pool trading has also reached record levels in Europe, exceeding 10% of European equities trading for the first time this past July. As dark pool market share (and its concomitant market-wide influence) increases, so do the calls for regulation and oversight from regulators and industry leaders.

Experts routinely disagree over whether dark pools positively or negatively impact the market. Traders argue that dark pools allow them to trade with minimal market impact, make it easier to execute large trade orders, make trading cheaper, and improve liquidity. Critics, on the other hand, argue that dark pools “reduce transparency, decrease liquidity . . . , impair price movement,” and create conflicts of interest among brokerages and exchanges that operate dark pools.

This article reviews the recent developments in the regulation of dark pools. Part B briefly sketches the history of dark pool regulation in the United States and abroad. Next, Part C examines the motivation behind new calls for regulation of dark pools.
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pools, while Part D outlines some recent SEC proposals for dark pool regulation. Finally, Part E analyzes the recent FINRA proposal for new dark pool disclosure requirements that it submitted to the SEC for approval.

B. History of Dark Pool Regulation: Domestic and Foreign

Historically, U.S. authorities have acted slowly to regulate dark pools. Although dark pools first appeared in the early 1980s, the SEC regulated them for the first time in 1998 by enacting Regulation ATS, under which dark pools and any other ATS must register as broker-dealers. Regulation ATS also mandates additional order display and execution access requirements for any ATS that exceeded “5% of the average daily trading volume” of a single stock. The SEC later enacted Regulation NMS in 2005, which was an effort to comprehensively overhaul the structure of the securities market by increasing disclosure requirements and decreasing fragmentation. Regulation NMS inadvertently encouraged traders to move to dark pools to avoid the increasing disclosure requirements on the public market. Although the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 did not specifically address dark pool regulation, Congress intended the newly created Financial Stability Oversight Council to oversee companies that are systemically important financial institutions (“SIFIs”). Some experts argue that dark pools may qualify as SIFIs and should be regulated by the Financial Stability Oversight Council.

While regulators in the United States are considering dark pool regulation, authorities in Canada and Australia have already addressed the issue. In 2012, Canadian authorities introduced a
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price improvement rule mandating that trades taking place in dark pools must “offer a meaningful price improvement over the displayed market’s price.” The Australian Securities and Investment Commission also introduced comprehensive disclosure rules this year. Although the experiences of Canada and Australia can give only limited guidance to United States regulators, these new developments were a topic of discussion at an SEC meeting in April 2013.

C. New Calls for Regulation

Although dark pools were not one of the underlying causes of the 2008 financial crisis, they have nonetheless come under heightened scrutiny in recent years. Dark pools have become a popular scapegoat among proponents of Wall Street reform. Furthermore, dark pools are often associated with glitches in the electronic securities market and have attracted negative attention as a result. Following several recent electronic trading glitches (most notably the “flash crash” of 2010), regulators have expressed a renewed interest in structural reforms of the private equity market.

One such glitch occurred on August 22, 2013, when NASDAQ shut down for three hours. This incident prompted SEC Chairwoman Mary Jo White to address market structure and regulation generally at a meeting on September 12, 2013.
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emphasized that a review of market structure is a priority\textsuperscript{37} and that dark pools would be included in that review.\textsuperscript{38}

**D. Current SEC Regulatory Proposals**

There are several possible courses of action for the SEC should it decide to institute structural reforms of dark pools. One possible course of action is to implement a 2009 proposal to amend Regulation ATS and lower the “threshold that triggers order display and execution access requirements” from 5% to 0.25% of average daily trading volume.\textsuperscript{39} Another option is a trade-at rule similar to the rule recently implemented by Canadian regulators.\textsuperscript{40} Such a rule mandates that a stock traded in a dark pool must be sold for a price that is better than or equal to the price listed on the public market.\textsuperscript{41} Market participants have expressed doubt that the SEC would ever take such a drastic step because it would impact the ability of dark pools to compete with public exchanges.\textsuperscript{42} Dark pool operators also contend that a trade-at rule would “increase trading costs and make it more difficult for traders to fill and complete trading orders.”\textsuperscript{43}

Correspondingly, the New York Stock Exchange and other public exchanges support increased scrutiny of dark pools.\textsuperscript{44} Any rule change will likely disrupt large broker-dealers that operate dark pools, such as Credit Suisse and Goldman Sachs.\textsuperscript{45}

Even without a formal rule change, the SEC has proven a willingness to prosecute dark pool operators for various violations, such as failing to provide the kind of anonymity and discretion that
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traders expect. The SEC did so for the first time in 2011 when it fined dark pool operator Pipeline Trading Systems LLC $1 million for failing to disclose the extent to which one of its trading units operated. In 2012, the SEC prosecuted another dark pool operator for sharing information about participants with an outside vendor when it had previously told participants that their trade information would be kept confidential.

E. FINRA Proposal

Any immediate change is most likely to come from FINRA, which submitted a new proposal to the SEC on September 30, 2013. FINRA’s latest proposal is the result of a detailed examination of dark pools that began in May 2013. At that time, FINRA sent examination letters to dark pool operators in order to identify possible problematic or abusive practices in dark pools and learn more about the information that is shared with dark pool investors. The letters followed, and were possibly influenced by, an announcement in April 2013 by Credit Suisse Group AG that it planned to “stop providing information on its dark pool trading volume.” Credit Suisse Group AG operates one of the biggest dark pools in the United States. Recipients of the letters included Credit Suisse, Goldman Sachs, and Barclays. The letters listed twelve
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questions pertaining to the structure of dark pools. Among the more intrusive inquiries were requests for lists of the dark pools’ “top 10 subscribers by executed share volume,” descriptions of their surveillance methods, and the roles that any affiliates or third-parties in the trading process.

As a result of its inquiry into dark pools, FINRA announced in July 2013 that it would submit a proposal for a new set of disclosure requirements to the SEC. The proposed rules contain two main provisions. First, each ATS would be required to “report aggregate weekly volume of transactions and number of trades within the ATS by security.” FINRA would then report that data on its website on a “delayed basis,” which would be either two or four weeks depending on the type of security. Second, it would “require[] that each ATS use a single, unique [market participation identifier] when reporting information to [FINRA].” These changes would allow FINRA to know which dark pool facilitated each particular trade. The purpose of these rules is to “enhance [FINRA’s] regulatory and automated surveillance efforts by enabling it to obtain more granular information regarding activity conducted” on ATSs and to make it
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easier for FINRA to know whether a dark pool exceeds certain thresholds in Regulation ATS that trigger certain regulatory requirements. The new rules require SEC approval to become effective. The SEC will likely authorize the rules in 2014.

In general, industry insiders welcome the new disclosure rules. Some dark pools already voluntarily provide this information to Rosenblatt Securities Inc., an agency brokerage that compiles data on dark pools. Credit Suisse was among those self-reporting dark pool operators but ceased providing information because it believed that all dark pools should be subject to the same reporting requirements. Dan Mathisson, Head of Equity Trading at Credit Suisse believes that FINRA’s new proposal addresses Credit Suisse’s desire for uniformity: “It would be healthy for the market for everyone to report volumes and have some reporting methodology,” he said, adding, “[c]onsistent reporting criteria are key.” Others, such as Robert Felvinci, Head Trader at the investment firm Spinnaker Trust, are content with the new rules as long as they include a delay in reporting data to “protect against high-frequency trade operations in the market that are looking for opportunities to profit from this trading information.” With the FINRA proposal already submitted to the SEC, industry participants should plan for the new regulations and participate in the comment period if they would like to influence the rule change.
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F. Conclusion

Over the past several years, regulators and industry experts have voiced their increased support for closer oversight of dark pools. Regulators cite the increased market share of dark pools, the financial crisis, and the recent glitches associated with high frequency trading as justifications for closer scrutiny of dark pools. Some experts contend that dark pools are inherently detrimental to the securities market. FINRA recently proposed a new set of disclosure requirements for dark pool operators, which the SEC is poised to approve. These new requirements will allow FINRA and the SEC to monitor dark pool activities more closely by compiling and publishing data on dark pool activities on a delayed basis. Dark pool operators generally support the proposal because it introduces uniform disclosure requirements and maintains a delay between trade execution and disclosure. The SEC is expected to approve the proposal sometime in 2014.
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